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NOTE: The 17 lots preceded by an * are ones that were left behind in Iowa and 
have been replaced. When you find an *, please refer to the addendum sheet.  
 
001._____ Stanley BEDROCK #606C FT iron fore plane, good SW-logo blade, scuffed but intact 

rosewood tall knob, tote broken in middle and glued, will easily clean to very good 
overall condition.  

002._____ Stanley #5 1/2C wide body jack plane, good rosewood tall knob, tote broken in middle 
and glued, nice BB-logo iron, very good overall.  

003._____ VICTOR by STANLEY No. 1105 iron jack plane with red frog and chip breaker, 
complete and fine overall.  

004._____ Unusual Stanley #1104 FOUR SQUARE iron smooth plane, has red frog and 4-
SQUARE logo in face of lever cap, complete and fine.  

005._____ Stanley #3 prelateral smooth plane, Rule & Level-logo blade, BAILEY'S PAT. chip 
breaker; good beaded knob, early-style tote broken twice and repaired, will clean to 
good or better condition.  

006._____ Early Stanley #18 6-inch iron block plane with knuckle jointed lever cap, Rule & 
Level Co. logo blade, very good overall.  

007._____ Stanley 6-inch iron block plane with adjustable throat, good BB-blade, very good 
overall.  

008._____ Stanley #65 low angle iron block plane, nickel plated lever cap, good RULE & 
LEVEL CO. blade, nice rosewood knob, very good overall.  

009._____ Unusual Stanley 4-Square ratchet brace, these were not marked except for the SW-
logo on the chuck shells, this one is very good.  

010._____ Scarce Stanley SW 10-inch Stillson-type pipe wrench, complete and very good.  
011._____ Stanley #8 24-inch iron jointer plane, has 1st type lateral lever, good Q-logo blade, 

scuffed knob with bead around base, a later tote, will clean to very good usable 
condition.  

012._____ REVONOC #6C iron fore plane made for the Hibbard Spencer & Bartlett Co. of 
Chicago, ILL, some very mild pitting on side from an earlier cleaning, good overall.  

013._____ Diamond Edge DE6C corrugated 18-inch iron fore plane, tote has chipped spur, good 
knob, body has likely been repainted, very good overall.  

014._____ Siegley #7C 22-inch iron jointer plane, has hang hole in rear of bed, otherwise 
complete and very good.  

015._____ Diamond Edge DE7C 22-inch cast iron jointer plane, nice hard rubber handle, good 
original blade, good wooden knob, very good overall.  

016._____ Union #8 24-inch iron jointer plane with original blade, fine tote and knob, very good 
overall.  

017._____ Keen Kutter K8C 24-inch iron jointer plane, complete with original blade, nice 
rosewood knob and tote, these were made on early BEDROCK frames, this one is 
very good.  

018._____ Siegley #8C iron jointer plane; exposed surfaces pitted, fair to good overall.  



019._____ Ohio Tool Co. #04C iron smooth plane, good Globe-logo blade, very good tote and 
knob.  

020._____ Sargent VBM #408C iron smooth plane, nice beaded knob, tote spur MIA, good 
overall.  

021._____ Sargent VBM #409 iron smooth plane, fine tote and beaded knob, nice circular logo 
on blade, complete and fine.  

022._____ Sargent #409 with early horseshoe lateral lever, fine mahogany tote and beaded knob, 
good circular logo on blade, very good overall.  

023._____ Lot of three iron smooth planes: Shelton #04, complete and very good; late model 
Sargent #408 iron smoother, complete and very good; and a Stanley Defiance? 9-inch 
smoother with hard rubber adjuster nut, fine handle and knob, very good overall.  

024._____ Siegley #8C iron jack plane with Bailey-type blade adjuster, good knob, bottom has 
round patch where screw hold from tote broke thru, good overall.  

025._____ Diamond Edge DE5 1/2C wide body jack plane, light pitting from a previous cleaning, 
good wooden knob, and hard rubber tote, good overall.  

026._____ Lot of three iron block planes: FULTON TOOL CO. 6-inch with hole in bottom where 
cap screw goes thru, good overall; unknown make #110 with faint circular logo on top 
of blade, very good; and a SHELTON TOOL CO. (similar to Stanley #118), complete 
and very good.  

027._____ Three 5-inch iron block planes: MADE IN GERMANY model, very good; early 
model Stanley #102, some light pitting, good overall; and a later Stanley #102 with 
Rule & Level-logo blade, very good.  

028._____ Three iron block planes: Sargent 6-inch with adjustable throat, circular logo on blade, 
very good overall; Chaplin's Patent with light to moderate pitting to exposed surfaces, 
fair overall; and a Millers Falls #16 with LAKESIDE blade, very good overall.  

029._____ Three iron block planes: DEFIANCE by Stanley 6-inch, very good; SARGENT #5306 
complete and very good; and a UNION PLANE CO. (same as Stanley #110), 
complete and good.  

030._____ Stanley #386 jointer gauge or fence to be used on jointer planes, complete and very 
good.  

031._____ Pair of Stanley planes #182 rabbet that has had the front end broken off, needs a blade 
but will make a good chisel plane; and a #278 that is missing the depth stop and fence 
but has the rod for the fence, a nice blade, very good overall.  

032._____ Stanley #203 bench bracket, wing nut marked with PAT 3-16-15 patent date, very 
good overall.  

033._____ Stanley #67 Universal spoke shave, nice V-logo blade, flat bottom, nice rosewood 
handles, very good overall.  

034._____ Diamond Edge wooden drill index or holder for nail sets and drifts, has nice 
SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE DIAMOND EDGE decal on base, very good.  

035._____ Early Stanley #12 iron cabinet scraper, nice rosewood handle, good unmarked blade, 
RULE & LEVEL CO. logo around brass blade-clamping screw, very good overall.  

036._____ Two Stanley gages: #93 butt and rabbet gage with early script lettering, fine overall; 
and a clapboard siding gage; and a like new clapboard siding gage.  

037._____ Pair of Stanley scrapers: #80 with V-logo blade, body repainted, very good overall; 
and a #81 with rosewood bottom, improper blade with V-logo, very good overall.  

038._____ Gage Tool Co. #16 20-inch transitional fore plane, nice beaded knob, good original 
blade, tote is a nicely made replacement, very good overall.  

039._____ Enders OAK LEAF E27 15-inch transitional jack plane, complete and fine.  
040._____ Diamond Edge DE26? 15-inch transitional jack plane, complete and fine.  
041._____ Union Tool Co. No. 35 transitional smooth plane (same as Stanley #35) tote broken 

and glued in center, otherwise complete and very good.  



042._____ Gage Tool Co. No. 2 9-inch transitional smooth plane, with O.V.B. logo blade from 
the Hibbard Spencer & Bartlett Co. Chicago, ILL, complete and fine.  

043._____ Keen Kutter (Stanley) K23 transitional smooth plane, complete and fine.  
044._____ Stanley #122 LIBERTY BELL transitional smooth plane, nice Q-logo blade, very 

good overall.  
045._____ Scarce Keen Kutter (Ohio Tool) KK140 rabbeting block plane, complete and fine.  
046._____ Ten lever type saw set: O.V.B; LAKESIDE; DIAMOND EDGE; KEEN KUTTER; 

KEEN KUTTER; unmarked; STEARNS; E.C. STEARNS; CHAS. MORRILL 
SPECIAL; and ENDERES. Most are in fine overall condition.  

047._____ Pair of unusual patented saw sets: Hubert C. Hart PAT. OCT 28, 1873, complete and 
fine; and a CHAS. CROISSANT & BRO marked PAT. May 30, 1872 and AUG. 5, 
1884 (both dates are not invalid) the actual patents that apply are U.S. #129,892 & 
#303,128, complete and very good.  

048._____ Ten lever type saw sets: OAK LEAF; TAINTOR'S; DIAMOND EDGE; KEEN 
KUTTER; O.V.B.; Unknown make; MORRILL'S PAT; LASAYRE & CO. 
NEWARK, NJ; and E.C. STEARNS & CO., etc.  

049._____ Pair of unusual patented saw sets: one a C. CROISSANT & BRO marked PAT. May 
30, 1872 and AUG. 5, 1884 (both dates are not invalid) the actual patents that apply 
are U.S. #129,892 & #303,128, complete and very good; the other is a Hubert C. Hart 
Patent (U.S. #144,092), complete and very good.  

050._____ Nice O.V.B. twin beam all-steel marking gage, fine overall.  
051._____ Pair of patented saw sets: BOYNTON'S PAT. NOV. 25, 1873; and an unusual saw set 

marked BEMIS & CALL, very good.  
052._____ Keen Kutter K45 twin beam marking gage, complete and fine.  
053._____ Stanley #77 rosewood marking and mortise gage, complete and fine.  
054._____ Unusual NOVELL-SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE CO. U.S.A. single beam marking 

gage, fine.  
055._____ Two beech and brass Stanley marking gages; nice twin beam, complete and very 

good; #65 with SW logo, complete and fine.  
056._____ Stanley #91 twin-beam, all-steel marking gage, fine overall.  
057._____ Unusual Stanley #165 marking gage, complete and fine.  
*058._____ Early Stanley #97 all-steel marking gage with script lettering, very good overall.  
059._____ Three LUFKIN zig zag rules: #966 Two Way R-L complete and very good; #X46F 

RED END with brass caliper, complete and fine; and an X46 RED END with brass 
caliper, very good.  

060._____ Early Stanley #98 double-beam marking gage with script lettering, complete and very 
good.  

061._____ Three zig zag rules: Stanley 100-Plus No. X-226 with brass caliper, moderate wear, 
good overall; EVANS No. X40F Extension Rule with brass caliper, moderate wear, 
good oerall; and a Stanley #227, BALL-LOCK-JOINTS, complete and fine.  

062._____ Lot of four 24-inch 4-fold boxwood and brass rules: UPSON NUT CO. No. 68 with a 
few ink? stains, very good overall; Chapin-Stephens No. 51, complete and fine; C-S 
Co. No. 62 brass bound, some staining, good overall; and an unknown make #68 with 
faint lettering, good.  

063._____ WOODMARK INDUSTRIES INC. MINNEAPOLIS MINN No. 6-007 aluminum zig 
zag rule, very good overall.  

064._____ Lot of four 24-inch boxwood 4-fold rules: UPSON NUT CO. No. 68 with faint 
markings, good overall; Stanley #62 1/2 brass bound, good overall; Stanley #68, 
complete and fine; and an M-W & CO. No. 19?02 (Marshall Wells Duluth, Minn.) 
with a few patches of staining, good overall.  

065._____ Lufkin No. 1085 brass 24-inch blacksmith's rule, complete and very good.  



066._____ Lot of four 36-inch 4-fold rules: Stanley #66 1/2 some wear and missing inside 
indexing pins, good; another #66 1/2? with number worn off, good overall; #66 1/2 in 
complete and fine; and a Stanley #66 3/4 brass bound, with SW logo on inside, some 
staining, good overall.  

067._____ Three assorted rules: ivory & German silver caliper rule, numbers worn off and one 
leg has brass repair; #69 12-inch very good overall; and a 6-inch 2-fold Stanley #38 
caliper rule, good overall.  

068._____ Lot of four 24-inch 4-fold boxwood rules; Stanley #163 complete and fine; unknown 
make No. 268, complete and fine; Lufkin No. 651 complete and very good; and 
Lufkin No. 761, needs light cleaning, very good.  

069._____ Lot of three 12-inch 4-fold boxwood rules: Stanley with caliper, one leg broken, good 
overall; Stanley 32 1/2 brass bound caliper rule, complete and very good; and a 
Stanley #32 caliper rule, very good.  

070._____ Sargent No. 5206 pressed steel block plane, very good overall.  
071._____ Lot of four 24-inch, 4-fold boxwood rules: Stanley #61 with faint numbers on outside; 

#62 brass bound with moderate wear outside along with a few patches of staining; 
Stanley #62 SW brass bound, very good; and Stanley #62 brass bound with dark and 
stained outside, dark inside.  

072._____ Stanley #203 5-inch adjustable iron block plane, very good overall.  
073._____ Lot of four 24-inch, 4-fold boxwood rules: Stanley #84 brass bound, very good; 

Stanley #52 brass bound with arched joint, some staining, good overall; UPSON NUT 
CO. #68, very good; and #68 Stanley, complete and very good.  

074._____ Stanley #60 1/2 low angle, later model, complete and very good.  
075._____ Unknown make brass bladed ship's bevel with 8-inch boxwood and brass handle, very 

good overall.  
076._____ Stanley #75 bullnose rabbet plane, football shaped Rule & Level-logo blade, very 

good.  
077._____ Stanley #39 3/8-inch dado plane, complete and fine overall.  
*078._____ Unusual pair of nickel-plated trammels, very good.  
079._____ Stanley #39 3/4-inch dado plane, complete and fine overall.  
*080._____ One set Stanley No. 1525-B SCREW-MATE COUNTERSINK and Wood Drill, in 

original box, very good set in a good box with intact label.  
081._____ Stanley #39 7/8-inch dado plane, V-logo on cap screw, very good overall.  
082._____ Stanley #192 iron rabbet plane, SW logo blade, 60 percent plus japanning, very good.  
083._____ Stanley #148 match plane 7/8-inch, complete and very good.  
*084. to 095. TBA.  
096._____ Stanley #71 1/2 router plane with script lettering and patent date in bed, all three 

blades, fine wood, fine overall. 
097._____ Stanley S5 steel jack plane, fine BB-logo blade, nice tote and knob, fine overall. 
098._____ Stanley #71, early model with japanned body, nice knobs, patent date in circle around 

opening, bed has model number and STANLEY cast into it, fine overall. 
099._____ Fine Stanley #66 hand beader with one reeding blade, round fence, fine overall. 
100._____ Unknown make infilled steel shoulder plane with snecked iron.  
101._____ Stanley #18 6-inch iron block plane, fine T-logo blade, nice nickel on cap, very good 

overall.  
102._____ Stanley #60 low angle iron block plane, model number cast into rear of bed, nice 

rosewood knob, very good overall.  
103._____ Stanley #203 iron block plane, good BB-logo blade, nice rosewood knob, very good 

overall.  



104._____ Stanley #8 Type 11, 24-inch iron jointer plane, has pitting on blade and chipbreaker, 
improper Sargent lever cap, tote broken in two places; knob missing chunk at base, 
can be restored to usable condition with new blade and better tote.  

105._____ Unusual Stanley FOUR SQUARE ratchet brace, marked only with the SW logo on 
chuck shell, complete and very good.  

106._____ MARBLES GLADSTONE MICH. .22 rifle cleaning rod, three piece, missing the 
bristles from the brush.  

107._____ VICTOR No. 1104 iron smooth plane, tote broken in middle and glued, good knob, 
very good overall.  

108._____ Lot of three iron smooth planes: Goodall 9-inch smooth plane, screw operated blade 
adjuster, complete and very good; BUFFALO TOOL CO. (SARGENT?) 9-inch 
smoother, complete and fine; and Trustworthy 9-inch smoother, complete and fine.  

109._____ Siegley No. 4C iron smooth plane, complete and very good.  
110._____ REVONOC No. 4C iron smoother, complete and very good.  
111._____ Pair or iron smooth planes: DUNLAP with red painted bed, complete and fine; and a 

late model SARGENT with plastic tote and knob, big letter S cast into lever cap, fine.  
112._____ Diamond Edge DE5C iron jack plane, complete with original blade, nice hard rubber 

tote, fine overall.  
113._____ REVONOC #5C iron jack plane, complete with original blade, nice tote and knob, 

fine overall.  
114._____ Pair of iron jack planes: Millers Falls #14 iron jack plane, good tote and knob, very 

good overall; and a SIEGLEY No. 5 1/2C with cracked side, missing tote spur, has 
Bailey-type blade adjuster, great for parts or restoration.  

115._____ Stanley #29 20-inch fore plane, complete and very good.  
116._____ Stanley #31 24-inch prelateral transitional jointer plane, early type with eagle logo on 

toe, tote spur chipped, frame is likely repainted, good overall.  
117._____ Stanley #132 26-inch Liberty Bell transitional jointer plane, tote spur chipped 

otherwise very good overall.  
118._____ Stanley #33 26-inch transitional jointer plane, has two holes in left side where a jointer 

gauge was mounted, complete and very good.  
119._____ Scarce Stanley #34 30-inch prelateral transitional jointer plane, small chip from rear 

corner of body, R&L Co. logo on blade, BAILEY patent dates on chip breaker, very 
good overall.  

120._____ SCIOTO WORKS 28 1/2 inch wooden jointer plane with closed handle, side blown 
out from wedge being driven in too far, can be restored to usable condition.  

121._____ Stanley #193 fibre board beveling plane, includes two of the original attachments, 
good overall; plus a nice and complete #194 fibre board beveling plane. 

122._____ Stanley #239 special dado plane with 3/16-inch blade marked on one side with V-logo 
and other side with patent date, good original fence, intact depth stop, missing nicker 
and has front of skate broken off. 

123._____ Stanley 10 1/2 carriage maker's rabbet plane, repaired on sides and sides have been 
painted, good V-logo blade, nice rosewood tote and knob, will make a good user. 

124._____ Early Stanley #3 prelateral smooth plane, nice beaded knob, good tote, RULE & 
LEVEL logo blade, has medium sized chip from top of left side rail near throat, good 
overall. 

125._____ Winchester hatchet, handle looks like a nice replacement, fine overall.  
126._____ Unknown make cast iron razor shave, has word PAT cast into raised pad below one 

handle, very good overall. 
127._____ Keen Kutter single bit axe head, very good overall. 
128._____ Ohio Tool Co. wooden smooth plane, throat could use a patch to close it up a bit, good 

overall.  



129._____ Sargent #54 iron scraper (same as Stanley #80) with a STANLEY scraper blade, very 
good overall. 

130._____ C.E. JENNINGS Arrowhead Brand folding handle drawknife with 8-inch slightly 
curved blade, complete and fine. 

131._____ Stanley #12 cabinet scraper plane, good unmarked blade, very good overall. 
132._____ Pair of torpedo levels: Stanley #259 walnut, complete and fine; and a rosewood and 

brass model that is complete and very nice. 
133._____ Stanley #81 cabinet scraper with rosewood bottom, no blade, very good overall; and a 

#78 rabbet & filletster that missing the fence, intact depth stop, good BB-logo blade, 
very good overall. 

134._____ A.J. WILKINSON & CO. 8-inch folding handle drawknife, complete and very good. 
135._____ Esco pistol grip saw set STEARNS No. 795B, in original box, fine overall. 
136._____ FOLEY #282 hand cranked saw set, the wheel shown next to it in the photo attaches 

to the end of the shaft, very good overall. 
137._____ Stanley #42 saw set IOB, complete with two booklets, fine overall. 
138._____ MANCHESTER SWAGE WKS BIG RAPIDS, MICH NO. 2 swage, complete and 

fine. 
139._____ Disston IMPERIAL #10 Cross-Cut Saw Tool IOB, box is oil soaked and open at the 

edges, very good overall. 
140._____ E.E. CUNNINGHAM WORCESTER MASS DEC. 23, 1873 Patented hand cranked 

saw set, complete and fine. 
141._____ Hibbard No. 795B pistol grip saw set IOB, very good overall (just like lot #135), very 

good overall. 
142._____ Stanley #1 level sights in original pasteboard box, complete and fine. 
143._____ Sargent #407 7-inch iron smooth plane (like a Stanley #2) tote broken and glued in 

center, very good overall. 
144._____ Stanley #13 compass plane that has patent date in recessed nut, good Q-logo blade, 

very good overall. 
145._____ Ohio Tool #03 smooth plane, nice rosewood knob, rosewood tote broken and glued, 

very good overall. 
146._____ Pair of iron smooth planes: SHELTON PAT PEND smoother; complete and very 

good; and a Stanley #3 prelateral smoother with FULTON blade. 
147._____ Stanley #3 iron smoother with first-type lateral lever, Rule & Level logo blade, very 

good overall. beaded rosewood knob, and early style tote, bed has been repainted, very 
good overall. 

148._____ Stanley #113 compass plane, good SW-logo blade, complete and very good overall. 
149._____ Pair of Stanley #50 light duty plow planes; one is early with the patent date cast into 

the skate, has a chipped skate, usable condition; and a later model with nice nickel 
plating, two spare spurs screwed to side of plane, very good overall. 

150._____ Stanley #12 cabinet scraper complete with V-logo blade, fine.  
151._____ Pair of SIEGLEY bench planes: #6C 18-inch iron fore plane, complete and very good; 

and a SIEGLEY 4 1/2C wide body smooth plane, has crack in side at the throat, very 
good.  

152._____ FULTON TOOL CO. 18-inch iron fore plane with corrugated bottom, 60 percent plus 
japanning, good overall.  

153._____ FULTON TOOL CO. 18-inch iron fore plane with corrugated bottom, 80 percent plus 
japanning, very good overall.  

154._____ Sargent #418 iron fore plane, nice original iron, very good knob, tote spur chipped, 
very good overall.  

155._____ Ohio Tool No. 07 iron jointer plane, nice globe-logo iron, fine overall.  



156._____ SIEGLEY No. 12C iron jointer plane with corrugated bottom, Bailey-type blade 
adjuster, tote spur broken and reshaped, very good overall.  

157._____ OHIO TOOL CO. #08C iron jointer plane with THISTLE BRAND logo blade, 
scuffed but intact tote and knob, very good overall.  

158._____ Sargent #424 iron jointer plane with circular logo on good blade, fine beaded knob, 
tote spur chipped and mounting screw not fitting properly, very good overall.  

159._____ Four Stanley iron block planes: #9 1/2; #120 and two #110, one with original decal on 
cap, all very good or better.  

160._____ Stanley #50 light duty plow plane with very good nickel plating, intact depth stop, two 
spare spurs screwed to side of plane, and a fine box of original blades, fine overall.  

161._____ Pair of iron block planes: Stanley #60 1/2 low angle with maroon japanning, very 
good overall; and an early Stanley #103, good overall.  

162._____ Stanley #45 Type 15? with two blue boxes full of 23 blades including the slitter in the 
plane, long and short rods, dated cam rest, beading stop, depth stops, original 
screwdriver, owners manual, all inside the original box bottom, a nice complete #45.  

163._____ Three 5-inch iron block planes: Type 1 Stanley #103 missing the wooden knob, good 
overall; early Sargent #106?, good overall; and an unknown make similar to a Stanley 
#102, very good.  

164._____ Extra large hand forged saw set with wooden handles, 23 inches long overall, screw 
adjusted, very good. 

165._____ Two stamped or pressed steel block planes: TWIX with unusual blade adjuster and 
wooden knob, very good; and an unknown 6-inch model.  

166._____ Sargent #5607 low angle block plane, nice original blade, very good overall.  
167._____ Nine envelopes or piles of hardware store price tags including ones by Keen Kutter; 

Diamond Edge; Orgill; Simmons; etc. 
168._____ Lot of four iron jack planes: TRUSTWORTHY; Stanley #5; Millers Falls #14; and 

Stanley #5C, all complete and very good overall. 
169._____ Two WINCHESTER iron bench planes: Scarce #W5 1/2 wide body jack plane, ERIK 

ANTON BERG iron from Sweden, good Winchester lever cap, rosewood tote and 
knob are chipped at base, right front corner missing a big piece, could be used as is, 
good overall; and a Winchester (Sargent) #3004 with scuffed but intact tote and knob, 
nice original blade and lever cap, very good overall. 

170._____ Lot of four iron jack planes: Unknown make with Stanley BB-logo blade; SARGENT 
#414 with glued repair to tote, good overall; SHELTON #05 complete and very good; 
and a Millers Falls #14 complete and fine. 

171._____ Stanley #2 smooth plane, nice tall knob, good STANLEY lever cap, SW logo blade 
had been struck with a hammer; rear portion of bed has been welded and ground 
down, not a bad job, but not the best either; comes with a scarce Ohio Tool Co. #02 
smoother that has a good body and good wood, but is missing both lever cap. We have 
found the tapered blade with globe logo, some mild pitting. 

172._____ Lot of five saw tools: saw filing jig, very good; a large LEACH Patent saw set; and a 
smaller Leach Patent a wooden handled wrest and a medium sized lever-type set. 

173._____ Lot of 9 assorted tack and tinners hammers. 
174._____ Lot of 9 lever type saw sets including ones by LAKESIDE; MORRILL; DEFIANCE 

by Stanley; Stanley #42 with decal; STEARNS, etc. 
175._____ Unusual steel hammer with two brass faces, very good. 
176._____ Lot of 7 assorted mini claw hammers. 
177._____ Lot of three full sized claw hammers including a Stanley 16-ounce; one has light 

pitting, all usable. 
178._____ Original countertop showcase with hinged lid, has old purple felt in the bottom, 

measures 18 x 23 x 6 inches, with a little work it will be fine. 



179._____ Three full sized claw hammers including VAUGHAN; DROP FORGED; and 
WESTLINE, and usable. 

180._____ New Departure Coaster Brakes & Hubs Genuine Parts STOP QUICKER 
SMOOTHER 25 1/2 x 11 1/4 x 11 3/4-inch countertop parts cabinet, has big storage 
space under lid, and two drawers. Great for storing parts or four a country store-type 
display. 

181._____ Three full sized claw hammers including VULCAN DYNAMIC; MASTER 
MECHANIC; and unknown make, all usable. 

182._____ Lot of five assorted gouges including one made from an old file. 
183._____ Three claw hammers: the one on top has light to moderate pitting; KING CITY S.H. 

CO. with short handle and light pitting. 
184._____ Lot of seven socket firmer chisels including a nice Stanley with SW logo on socket, 

and a WITTE HARDWARE (St. Louis). 
185._____ Five automotive valve tools: one hand craned valve lapping tool and three valve-

spring compressors, all have been repainted black; plus a simple lapping tool that is a 
dowel with a suction cup on the end, the cup is cracked. 

186._____ Lot of six socket firmer chisels including a large CHIP-A-WAY (St. Louis) that needs 
a handle; two Greenlee one needing a handle; and a BUCK. 

187._____ Pair of valve lapping braces. One is complete and is marked on the top of the wooden 
head "M-B TOOL CO. PAT APL'D FOR PROV. R.I.; the other is missing the pins 
that engage the head of the valve. 

188._____ Three assorted carving tools by JAMES SWAN; GRACE W. LOVE & CO.; and one 
unmarked that has light pitting. 

189._____ Lot of automotive tools: brake spring pliers; two PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS 
tools for breaking seals of automobile windows; unknown crimper; four cadmium-
plated replacement jaws for a valve spring compressor; oil filter wrench; unknown 
G.W. MOUNT plier like tool; WARDS Feeler Gauge in original packaging; hand 
reamer; air gage, brake tool; a mystery air-gage marked AUSTRALIA. 

190._____ Three large or heavy duty firmer type chisels including ones by JENNINGS GRIFFIN 
and GREENLEE. The three on top need new handles, the JENNINGS GRIFFIN is 
very good. 

191._____ Three automotive tools: DURO METAL PRODUCTS CO. No. 711 valve lapping 
tool, very good; and another lapping tool that has an owner-modified end attached to 
the shaft; and a piston ring groove cleaner. 

192._____ Large lot of 22 assorted chisels some with wood handles, some with plastic and some 
needing handles. Included are several good wooden handles included. 

193._____ Lot of automotive and other tools: MAC Engine Vacuum and Fuel Pump Tester 
graduated 0 to 30; set of tip cleaners for a torch set; and wire stripper from K. 
MILLER T&M CO.; an early spark-plug tester; set of feeler gages; small grease gun 
and tire valve tool. 

194._____ Four automotive tools: a brass oiler, very good; two hub caps, one by ford is rough; 
the other is very good; an unusual B.F. GOODRICH COMPANY AKRON, OHIO tire 
inflation gauge (caliper), nickel plated, very unusual and nice. 

195._____ Four auto tire pressure gauges: two small SCHRADER gauges; a longer SCHRADER 
tire gauge; and a MILTON gauge, all very good. 

196._____ Adamson MFG. Pat. (April 1, 1913) tire vulcaniser, complete and fine in original? 
box. 

197._____ Pair of drawknives: 11-inch cooper's that is very good; and a JAMES MARSH with 
kangaroo and turtle logo has tang handles but the wood is long gone, put new wooden 
handles on and Bob's your uncle. 

198._____ BLUE GRASS drawknife 8.25-inch blade, very good overall. 



199._____ Pair of drawknives: BLUE GRASS 10-inch, very good overall; and an unknown make 
8-inch with rust and light pitting, dried out handles, can be restored. 

200._____ Pair of drawknives; Hand forged model with 12.75-inch blade made from an old rasp 
or file, both handles are cracked, light pitting on blade; and a nice L&I.J. WHITE 6-
inch complete. 

201._____ Box of 13 FEDERAL HI-POWER 12 GAGE Shot Shells plus two misc. other shells, 
box is good.  

202._____ Full box of 25 Remington Express MAGNUM shotgun shells.  
203._____ Full box of 25 WESTERN SUPER X #6 shotgun shells.  
204._____ U.S. 50-CAL. ammo can 1/2 full of loose shotgun shells 20 gage, 12 gage and likely 

others. Some may be reloads, others factory loads. The can is marked on one end 
J.B.S. CO. and on the side it is indicated that the original ammo it contained was 
processed May 1947. 

205._____ Stanley BEDROCK #608C RT iron jointer plane with good Q-logo blade, 
rosewood low knob, rosewood tote is missing chunk from side of spur, very good 
overall.  

206._____ Stanley #7C Type 11 iron jointer plane, bed has been poorly repainted, scuffed low 
knob, good rosewood tote, V-logo blade, lever cap chipped at leading edge, will make 
a good user.  

207._____ Stanley #7 iron jointer plane, nice rosewood tote and low knob, Q-logo blade is 
chipped at working end and will need a regrind, plenty of life left in the blade; former 
owners name engraved in left side, very good overall.  

208._____ Stanley BEDROCK #606 RT with nice SW-logo blade, nice rosewood tote and low 
knob, STANLEY, R&L CO., BEDROCK logo in lever cap, very good overall.  

209._____ Stanley #2 smooth plane, front knob larger than an original #2 knob, lever cap appears 
to have been welded and ground on the face, and the overhang for the tote is broken 
off, tote broken and glued in center, a good frog, BB-logo blade, and chip breaker.  

210._____ Sargent #411 junior jack plane (same size as Stanley 5 1/4) with good original blade, 
tote broken in middle, good tall knob, some light surface rust, will clean to very good.  

211._____ Stanley FOUR SQUARE junior jack plane (same size as #5 1/4) that has just a trace of 
the original decal on the nice tote, V-logo blade, STANLEY lever cap with stippled 
surface, nice hardwood knob, very good overall.  

212._____ Two Stanley planes: Stanley DEFIANCE No. 4 smooth plane with proper 
DEFIANCE blade, good hardwood tote and knob, screw for lever cap needs to be 
shortened or have a washer put under the head, very good overall; plus a #40 scrub 
plane with repainted body, nice SW-logo blade, lever cap has brazed repair, nice 
beech tote and knob, a good user.  

213._____ Three iron rabbet planes: early #180 with vines cast into handle, patent date on blade, 
missing depth stop, likely repainted, very good; later model #182 with 45 percent 
japanning, missing depth stop, will make a good user; and a body and lever cap for a 
Stanley #289 skew-bladed rabbet plane.  

214._____ Stanley #48 tongue & groove plane, early style with vines cast into handle, very good 
nickel plating, nice knob, needs two blades, very good overall.  

215._____ Pair of Stanley #81 cabinet scrapers with rosewood bottoms, both have fine nickel 
plating, and both need a blade to complete them.  

216._____ Scarce Stanley #2 smooth plane with first-type lateral lever, nice R&L blade, good 
beaded knob, tote broken in middle and glued, very good overall.  

217._____ Lot of six lever type Stanley saw sets including a HANDYMAN, all in very good 
overall condition.  



218._____ Lot of seven assorted saw sets: two S.H. CO. SWIFT No. 11 sets made for Shapleigh 
Hardware Co. St. Louis; LEACH PAT. BOSTON, MASS; two Morrill's Pat. DEC. 14, 
1886 patent; and two wooden handled Stillman's Patent with light patch of pitting.  

219._____ Lot of nine saw setting tools including two different Stillman's Patent wooden handled 
saw sets; two Disston TRIUMPH sets; MAY 11, 1875 Patent; SEPT. 8, 1903; etc.  

220._____ Lot of seven saw setting tools: DUNLAP 4873 aluminum set; Stearns 4-8-24 Pat. set; 
two different Stillman's wooden handled sets; SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE raker 
gage; and a PIKE raker gage.  

221._____ Lot of three iron block planes: Sargent #307, complete and very good; early Sargent 
#207 with circular logo on iron, appears to have been repainted, very good; and an 
early Stanley #120 with patent date on blade, nice knob, repainted body, very good.  

222._____ Early Stanley #75 bullnose rabbet plane with early football-shaped Rule & Level logo 
iron, very good overall.  

223._____ Three iron block planes: early Stanley #110 with Rule & Level logo blade, nice knob, 
very good overall; CHIP-A-WAY (St. Louis) iron block plane, similar to Stanley 
#110, body and cap repainted, very good; and a TRUE VALUE (Sargent), complete 
and very good.  

224._____ FIRESTONE SUPREME (Sargent) iron block plane with adjustable throat, complete 
and very good overall.  

225._____ Lot of three iron block planes: ECLIPSE (Sargent?) complete and very good; Stanley 
#120 with early blade, nice knob, very good overall; and a Sargent #107? that is 
complete and very good.  

226._____ Pair of 12-inch rosewood and brass handled bevels, one unmarked and one with 
SEPT. 1877 patent in circle stamped into handle, both are complete and fine.  

*227._____ Lot of two saw tools: BATES MFG. CO. saw punch, fine overall; and an unusual 
BORTHWICK Patent (U.S. #320,7530 rotary saw set made on a patent issued June 
23, 1885 to John A. Borthwick of Atlantic City, New Jersey, very good.  

228._____ Pair of rosewood and brass handled bevels: Stanley #25 with 10-inch blade, complete 
and fine; and an unmarked model with 8-inch blade, complete and very good.  

*229._____ Three saw sets: Leach Patent with some rust, complete and good; Lester Patent (U.S. 
#756,662) marked ROYAL STEEL PAT APR. 5, '04, complete and fine; and an E.M. 
BOYNTON, PAT. NOV. 25, 1876, complete and very good.  

230._____ Sargent's Patent iron bevel with 8-inch blade, unmarked, complete and very good.  
231._____ Two saw sharpening tools: hammer with some pitting on head, complete and very 

good; and a hand-forged simple set for crosscut saws?  
*232._____ Sargent's Patent iron bevel with 8-inch blade, complete and very good.  
233._____ EAGLE sliding bevel with 9-inch blade, has very pitting on blade, very good overall.  
234._____ Unusual GOODELL-PRATT hardened square with 6-inch blade, some mild pitting, 

very good.  
235._____ Southington HOLD-FAST bevel 12-15-14, with 8-inch blade, fine overall condition.  
236._____ Topp's-type framing square with wooden and brass handle, faint etching on blade, 

very good overall.  
237._____ Stanley #15 Try & Miter square TYPE 1 with brass handle, very good overall.  
238._____ Uncommon Shelley Patent (U.S. #42,230) Stanley Rule & Level Co. #24 combined 

square and bevel with 7-inch lightly pitted blade, good overall.  
239._____ Keen Kutter nickel plated sliding bevel with OCT. 29, '07 patent date on handle, nice 

6-inch blade, very good overall.  
240._____ Two Stanley #18 sliding bevels: 8-inch model with 8-inch blade, fine overall; and one 

with 9 1/2-inch blade, very good.  
241._____ Pair of unmarked Stillman's Patent saw sets, both are complete and very good.  



242._____ Three iron jack planes: FULTON NO. 5, complete and fine; SHELTON NO. 05, 
complete and fine; and a PARPLUS-type with unusual cast-iron frog, complete and 
very good.  

243._____ Lot of three hammer type saw sets, one marked AIKEN'S NO. 1, all very good.  
244._____ Lot of three iron jack planes: TRUE VALUE with red painted bed, complete and very 

good; VICTOR by Stanley, complete and very good; and a CRAFTSMAN 14-inch 
iron with tote spur MIA, otherwise very good overall.  

245._____ Trade Tool Co. trip hammer-type pedal-operated saw set CLEVELAND, O(hio), no 
pedal or connecting rod, very good overall.  

246._____ Stanley #105 LIBERTY BELL steel jack plane, light pitting on blade and chip 
breaker, lever cap has been ground on, good overall.  

247._____ Lot of three saw sharpening tools: TAINTOR'S POSITIVE NO. 7; STANLEY #442; 
and a piece of a G. ANDERSON SAW GAUGE MFG. CO. SEATTLE NO. 5, PAT. 
NO. 1970705, very interesting.  

248._____ Union #X5 "vertical post" jack plane, complete and very good overall; and a Gage 
O.V.B. No. 5 iron jack plane with light pitting on exposed surfaces, and has a patched 
hole in bottom where tote mounting screw broke thru.  

249._____ Sargent #3430 30-inch transitional jointer plane, complete with fine VBM logo blade, 
fine wood, and fine overall condition. Transitional planes are hard to find in this 
condition.  

250._____ Stanley FOUR-SQURE junior jack plane with partial decal or sticker on tote, 
complete with nice SW logo blade, very good overall.  

251._____ Sargent #3426 26-inch transitional jointer plane, complete with very good VBM logo 
blade, fine wood, and very good overall condition.  

252._____ Stanley #104 steel "Liberty Bell" smooth plane, has patent date in side of plane, bed 
and lever cap repainted, good overall.  

253._____ Sargent #3420 20-inch transitional fore plane, early model with horseshoe lateral 
lever, complete with very good circular logo blade, fine wood, fine overall.  

254._____ Pair of Diamond Edge transitional jack planes, both are complete, one is very good; 
the other has a tote broken in the middle, it is in good overall condition.  

255._____ Sargent #3417 wide body transitional jack plane, patch of light pitting on top of VBM 
blade, tote broken and glued in middle, body had typical nicks and chips at edges, very 
good overall.  

256._____ Stanley #127 Liberty Bell transitional jack plane, good Q-logo blade, very good 
overall.  

257._____ Pair of Sargent #3411 transitional smooth planes, both have early horseshoe lateral 
levers, circular logo blades, and both have totes broken in center, one needs to be 
glued, one is very good, the other is good.  

258._____ Stanley #130 double ended iron block plane, good SW-logo blade, very good overall.  
259._____ Sargent #3409 transitional smooth plane with early horseshoe lateral lever, circular 

logo blade, fine overall.  
260._____ Lot of three 7-inch iron block planes: Unknown (Sargent?) with Stanley RULE & 

LEVEL CO. blade, complete and very good; SHELTON complete and very good; and 
an OAK LEAF, complete and very good.  

261._____ Sargent #3408 VBM transitional 8-inch smooth plane, fine original blade, fine overall.  
262._____ Stanley #120 with 6-point star in cap, nice blade marked with 1876 patent date, very 

good overall.  
263._____ CRAFTSMAN (Sargent) 7-inch low angle block plane (Similar to Stanley #65) 

complete and very good overall.  
264._____ Automobile tire rim spreader, screw operated, complete and very good. 



265._____ Lot of four iron block planes: early Stanley #19 Type 3 with crack in left side, nice 
knuckle jointed lever cap, good for parts; Stanley #19 Type 13 with good SW blade, 
nice SW logo on knuckle jointed lever cap, very good overall; Stanley #220, complete 
and very good; and a FULTON, complete and very good.  

266._____ Eleven envelopes containing NOS price tags from hardware stores including BLUE 
GRASS; KEEN KUTTER; & ORGILL. 

267._____ FABIK 70-year anniversary brass medallion with key ring. 
268._____ DONAHUE-FISHER CO. ROCKFORD, ILL D.F. UNIVERSAL HUB CAP 

WRENCH, complete and very good. 
269._____ P&H Service brass watch fob from HARNISCZHFEGER CORP. MILWAUKEE, 

WISCONSIN, very good. 
270._____ DURBIN-DURCO INC. ST. LOUIS MO #501 WIRE STRETCHER, complete and 

very good. 
271._____ WABCO brass watch fob, complete and very good. 
272._____ Pair of wrenches: 16.5-inch with offset 3/4-inch square box opening, very good; and a 

15.5-inch TCIW A188 with 1.5-inch pentagon opening. 
273._____ JCB WORK FORCE TO AMERICA brass watch fob, very good. 
274._____ U.S. Calvary M1912 picket pin, very good overall. 
275._____ Pair of key rings with brass medallions: CHEVROLET Commitment to Excellence; 

and Coca Cola, both very good. 
276._____ RITZ wooden shoe measuring stick, complete and fine. 
277._____ Pair of key rings with brass medallions: HOME SAVINGS OF AMERICA; and 75th 

Anniversary 1900 to 1975 of U.A. LOCAL 136 PLUMBERS & STEAMFITTERS 
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA, both very good. 

278._____ CHAMPION SHOE MACH'Y CO. ST. LOUIS, MO cast iron canister with hinged 
lid, may be a glue pot used on the shoe assembly line. 

279._____ Lot: Three different AC spark plug gapping tools; and a POLAR PRODUCTS Grill 
Cleaner, PAT PEND 1980. 

280._____ Green River-type manufactured wheelwright's traveler with intact pointer, very good 
overall condition. 

281._____ EUCLID crawler tractor watch fob, no leather, very good. 
282._____ Pair of brass torches: WALL, GROVE CITY, PA blow torch, very good; and a LENK 

MFG. mini alcohol torch. 
283._____ Lot: two keychain screwdrivers and a tiny wrench watch fob with nice leather, very 

good. 
284._____ Lot of 13 assorted yard sticks with advertising from small-town businesses in 

Southeast Missouri and one meter stick with Chevrolet Automobile advertising. 
285._____ Gifford Wood Co. ice axe, complete and very good. 
286._____ Six assorted hand drills including, on top, a Stanley BELL SYSTEMS. 
287._____ WITE HARDWARE CO. ST. LOUIS IXL embossed double bit axe, moderate pitting, 

good overall. 
288._____ Lot of seven assorted hand drills including MOHAWK, DUNLAP, PEXTO, 

GOODELL-PRATT, etc. 
289._____ SHAPLEIGH Hardware St. Louis single bit axe, very good overall. 
290._____ Lot of seven assorted hand drills including Stanley HANDYMAN; YANKEE #1530A 

ratcheting; MOHAWK, etc. 
291._____ Early broad axe with severe pitting, good handle, will make a nice decorative piece. 
292._____ SAMSON 8-inch folding handle drawknife very good. 
293._____ Keen Kutter single bit axe, complete and very good. 
294._____ A.J. WILKINSON & CO. BOSTON MASS 8-inch folding handle drawknife, very 

good. 



295._____ Three wooden handled BLUE GRASS try squares including an 8-inch No. T5-BG81; 
another 8-inch; and a 6-inch with blued blade end of rosewood handle chipped. 

296._____ PS&W (PEXTO) 10-inch folding handle drawknife, complete and very good. 
297._____ Lot of five squares including a Stanley try and miter square with 6-inch blade. 
298._____ C.H. WHITTE'S (St. Louis) EXTRA IXL logo 8 3/4-inch drawknife, very good; and 

BAY STATE 9-inch drawknife, red painted handles, missing handle nut on both sides. 
299._____ Lot of two small hardened squares and two square and bevel combination tools, one 

marked TWIX. 
300._____ Sterling silver six-year calendar cigar cutter and watch fob-type chain, very good. For 

the years 1942 thru 1947. 
301._____ SHAPLIEGH'S (St. Louis) 10-inch drawknife, very good. 
302._____ Lot of three sliding bevels two with rosewood handles one Stanley #25 with beech 

handle. 
303._____ C.E. JENNINGS Arrowhead brand pony shave with 4-inch blade, one handle is an 

early replacement, nicely done. 
304._____ Pair of Stanley No. 25 sliding bevels with 6-inch blades, and having SW logo, very 

good. 
305._____ Lot of three Stanley try squares including a No. 20 8-inch with rosewood handle, fine; 

and a No. 1 with 6-inch blade and a No. 1 with 8-inch blade. 
306._____ Lot of six marking gages including one that has been modified by adding a steel plate 

to the head; a Stanley #98 double beam with replaced screws. 
307._____ Lot of two wooden spokeshaves, one on top needs some work. 
308._____ Lot of five wooden marking gages plus parts of two more for parts. 
309._____ DIXON jeweler's saw, complete and fine. 
310._____ Three wooden marking gages including a double beam with 1872 patent date. 
311._____ Pair of jeweler's saws. 
312._____ Pair of Stanley #151 spoke shaves, one in original japanning with decal and one 

repainted. 
313._____ Lot of eight assorted tinners and claw hammers. 
314._____ Pair of jeweler's saws including one marked MADE IN GERMANY; and a DIXON 

GERMANY, both very good. 
315._____ Lot of seven assorted little hammers and hatchets including an upholsterer's with 

handle broken off just below socket; plus a loose head. 
316._____ Stanley #64 spokeshave, plus two more shaves for parts and a WITTE coppers shave 

that just needs new wooden handles added. 
317._____ Lot of three full-sized claw hammers including a nice KLICKER; and a STANLEY. 
318._____ Lot of three spokeshaves including Stanley #60 double shave with moderate pitting; 

Stanley #51 repainted; and an unknown make with repaint. 
319._____ Lot of three claw hammers: VAUGHAN; WORTH; and Keen Kutter DYNAMIC. 
320._____ Lot of three iron spokeshaves: Stanley #51 repainted; another #51 in red paint; and 

and unknown make double shave, likely a Seymour Smith & Co. repainted. 
321._____ Lot of five Perfect Handle-type screwdrivers. 
322._____ Pair of Stanley spokeshaves: #60 double shave with SW logo blades, very good; and a 

#55 hollow faced with SW logo blade and repainted body. 
323._____ Lot of three drawknives: first has 8.75-inch blade, brazed handle extensions, has file 

handles; unknown make 9-inch with pitting on back, worn handles, good overall; and 
a BRIDGE TOOL CO. (St. Louis) BEST CAST STEEL 10-inch, very good overall. 

324._____ Belknap BLUE GRASS masonite store display for 15 box wrenches, cracked in center 
of board, has two NOS BLUE GRASS paint brushes; and two used models. 

325._____ DIAMOND TOOL AND HORSESHOE CO. DULUTH, MINN TORONTO, ONT. 
hardware display board. 



326._____ Five saw tools used in setting the teeth of crosscut saws. 
327._____ Two 9-inch WIZZARD No. 9 wrenches, both complete and very good. 
328._____ Lot of seven saw tools used in setting the teeth of crosscut saws. 
329._____ Two wrenches: CRESCENT 8-10 double ended Crescent wrench, good overall; and a 

QUALI-KRAFT JAPAN 8-inch with helical adjustment, currently not working. 
330._____ John Walter STANLEY TOOLS GUIDE TO IDENTITY & VALUE big book with 

intact dust jacket. These have sold for $350 plus in recent years on eBay. 
331._____ Six MOSSBERG and other 5-inch pocket or bicycle nut wrenches. 
332._____ Patented Transitional & Metallic Planes in America (PTAMPIA) 1827-1927 VOL. 1, 

scuffed around the edges of the covers, inside is very good. 
333._____ Lot of three Stanley clapboard siding tools: marker and two gauges, all very good. 
334._____ Pair of Martin J. Donnelly The Catalogue of ANTIQUE TOOLS catalogs 1999 and 

2002. Each is complete and very good. These catalogs feature tools many can only 
dream about owning. A fine reference source for those out beating the bushes for 
tools. 

335._____ The HISTORY of OLD TIME FARM IMPLEMENT COMPANIES and the 
WRENCHES THEY ISSUED by P.T. RATHBONE, hardbound bible for anyone 
collecting tractor or implement wrenches. 

336._____ American Wrench Makers 1830 - 1915 by Kenneth L. Cope, very good overall. 
337._____ Two tool books: The Antique TOOL COLLECTOR'S GUICE TO VALUE by Ronald 

S. Barlow; and THE AX BOOK by D. Cook. 
338._____ The Art of Fine Tools by Sandor Nagyszalanczy, hardbound coffee table book 

featuring some of the finest tools in the country's biggest collections, complete and 
fine. 

339._____ Two wrench books: Scarce WRENCHES ANTIQUE AND UNUSUAL by 
SCHULZ'S, soiled cover, the original source book for wrench info; and The 
Brothers Coes And Their Legacy of Wrenches by Herbert E. Page. 

340._____ Classic Hand Tools hardbound book by Garrett Hack, complete and fine. 
341._____ Patented American Planes for Wood, Leather, and the Allied Trades, 1795 to 1934 

VOL. 1. to 1875 by Lars Larson & Clarence Blanchard. 
342._____ Pair of soft covered tool books: The Woodworker's Guide to HAND TOOLS by Peter 

Korn; and TOOL Working Wood in Eighteenth-Century America by James M. 
Gaynor and Nancy L. Hagedorn, both very good. 

343._____ Pair of Keen Kutter Collectibles books by Jerry & Elaine Heuring 2nd Edition and 3rd 
Edition, both very good. 

344._____ A rare THE HAMMER the KING of TOOLS book by Ron Baird and Dan 
Comerford. This book has been out of print for many years. 

345._____ Two Stanley tool books: Antique & Collectible STANLEY TOOLS by John Walter, 
first book, very good overall; and a Early 20th Century Stanley Tools by Jack P. 
Wood. 

346._____ Three tool books: Antique Trader TOOLS PRICE GUIDE Third Edition by Clarence 
Blanchard; Eighteenth-Century Woodworking Tools Papers Presented at a Tool 
Symposium May 19-22, 1994 at Colonial Williamsburg VOL 3; PRIMITIVES OUR 
AMERICAN HERITAGE Values Updated by Kathryn M. McNerney. 

347._____ Two tool books: The Cooper And His Trade by Kenneth Kilby; and A PRICE GUIDE 
TO ANTIQUE TOOLS BY Herbert P. Kean New Revised Edition, complete and fine. 

348._____ Barn-beam boring machine, folds to allow user to bore holes at an angle, no bits 
included, good overall. 

349._____ Saber and scabbard MADE IN INDIA, very good overall condition. 



350._____ RICHARDS-WILCOX MFG. AURORA. ILL treadle grinder, is in near new 
condition and came out of an attic in Sikeston, Missouri, has name of firm 
stenciled on side of the stone, the nicest treadle grinder we have sold. 

351._____ Unknown make PAT APPD FOR simple saw set, 15-inches long overall, very good. 
352._____ Large LEACH Patent lever type saw set, 12 1/2 inches long overall, very good. 
353._____ Large DISSTON TRIUMPH saw set, complete and very good. 
354._____ Pair of lever type saw sets: FOLEY HAMMER SAW SET with brass tag on top, very 

good; and a Stanley #42, complete and very good. 
355._____ Large APEX lever type saw set, 15-inches long overall, very good. 
356._____ Unknown make simple saw wrest with adjustable fence, very good. 
357._____ The Buller Saw Set, 13 inches long overall, fine. 
358._____ IDEAL PAT 4/3/23 lever-type saw set, complete and very good. 
359._____ Lot of 11 envelopes or piles of new old stock price tags from old hardware stores 

including KEEN KUTTER; ORGILL; & DIAMOND EDGE. 
360._____ WIZARD No. 9, 9-inch screw adjusted nut wrench, very good. 
361._____ Lot of four 5-inch pocket or bicycle adjustable nut wrenches: Mossberg Patent with 

name Queen on one side, likely a bicycle brand, very good; Mossberg Sterling No. 1, 
typical nicks and dings, very good; a Mossberg-type marked No. 12 and BRISTOL, 
very good; and another marked BAY STATE, very good. 

362._____ Camillus Knife display cast with locking hasp on top, very good overall. 
363._____ Lot of five Mossberg Patent pocket or bicycle wrenches: Sterling No. 1; A-1; B-1; A-

3; and a DIAMOND No. 11, all very good. 
364._____ Small counter top display case 20 x 24 x 4 hinged top with plexiglass, very good. 
365._____ Lot of five pocket or bicycle nut wrenches: 5 1/2-inch marked U.S.; CHARLES E. 

HALL No. 3; L.&S. CO. BUCKEYE; BARNES; and a BARNES TOOL CO. drop 
forged, all very good. 

366._____ Unknown make broad axe with 11-inch blade, moderate to heavy pitting, nice handle, 
good overall. 

367._____ Lot of three pocket or bicycle nut wrenches: Frank Mossberg STERLING No. 1; a 
similar yet unmarked model; and a Mossberg Patent A-1, all very good. 

368._____ Kent-style axe with one corner chip in 6 1/4-inch blade, light to moderate pitting, good 
handle, good overall. 

369._____ Lot of 3 Billings & Spencer nut wrenches: 6 1/2-inch Automotive-type, complete and 
very good; a 4 1/2-inch model A with center nut adjust, very good; and a 4 1/4-inch 
pocket or bicycle wrench, good. 

370._____ Kent-style axe with 6 1/2-inch blade, light to moderate pitting, good handle, good 
overall. 

371._____ Lot of 5 pocket or bicycle wrenches: Zilliox Patent (U.S. No. 1,386,217); Mossberg 
A-1; unmarked model; Mossberg A-2, and a Mossberg A-3 all very good. 

372._____ Keen Kutter double bit axe, nice handle, light pitting, very good overall. 
373._____ Lot of six pocket or bicycle nut wrenches: Zilliox Patent that is pitted and locked up; 

nickel plated U.S. MADE IN USA; SPRINGFIELD DROP FORGING CO.; 
Mossberg A-2; unusual Mossberg F-2; and a WAKEFIELD B-1. 

374._____ Shapleigh's Hardware (St. Louis) single bit axe, nice handle, good overall condition. 
375._____ Lot of four bicycle or pocket nut wrenches: HERBRAND; unknown make with light 

to moderate pitting; an unknown make 5-inch; and a 5 1/2-inch model with letters T C 
inside a circle, very good. 

376._____ Broad axe with 11 3/4-inch blade, socket is chipped, good overall. 
377._____ Unusual INDIAN MOTOCYCLE wrench by the Wakefiled Wrench Co. very good 

overall. 
378._____ Keen Kutter single bit axe, handle could stand to be re-fitted, good overall. 



379._____ Lot of six assorted pocket or bicycle nut wrenches: Billings & Spencer Co. Model B 
with graduated bar, very good; a similar model with C.E. BILLINGS and his 1879 
patent date on one side; a similar model that has been "worked" on and been 
repainted; another Billings Model B-type with moderate to heavy pitting; 4-inch 
patented wrench with brass center nut adjuster; and a 3-inch KING DICK with center 
adjuster nut, fine. 

380._____ WOW (Woodsmen of the World) ceremonial aluminum axe, used in the lodges of this 
fraternal organization. 

381._____ GROVE TOOL WORKS NEW YORK CITY hatchet, with weathered handle, very 
good head. 

382._____ Small Snow & Nealey Banger Maine double bit axe, handle had been taped with 
electrical tape, needs to be re-fitted, good overall. 

383._____ Pair of hatchets: Geller E-Z CUTTER (St. Louis) and a Keen Kutter with clunky 
homemade handle, good overall. 

384._____ MWA (Modern Woodsmen of America) ceremonial aluminum axe, used in the lodges 
of this fraternal organization. 

385._____ Fine KEEN KUTTER hatchet with fine original handle. 
386._____ Kent-style hatchet marked HAND MADE DROP FORGED short handle with former 

owners name, good overall. 
387._____ Diamond Edge hatchet with hammer poll and nail notch, very good overall. 
388._____ Keen Kutter hatchet with nail poll, end of handle is chipped, very good head. 
389._____ Pair of drawknives: on top is a 9-inch cooper's brace, blade has a few shallow chips at 

cutting edge, right handle loose and needing to be tightened; and an unknown make 
10-inch, very good overall. 

390._____ Keen Kutter tomahawk pattern hatchet, light pitting. 
391._____ Pair of drawknives: an 8-inch with light pitting painted black; and a 10-inch PEXTO 

that is missing about 1/3 of the right handle, otherwise very good usable condition. 
392._____ Keen Kutter hatchet with nail poll, replacement handle, very good. 
393._____ Pair of drawknives: 7 1/2-inch cooper's with faint New York makers mark, very good; 

and a 6-inch hand forged model, right handle has big chip from back side, good 
overall. 

394._____ Small WINCHESTER 5602 hatchet with original handle, very good overall. 
395._____ Unknown make 6-inch drawknife, will make great user. 
396._____ Pair of Keen Kutter hatchets one with nail poll, both very good overall. 
397._____ Pair of 8-inch drawknives: unknown make with light pitting, good; and a GREENLEE 

with very faint logo, very good overall. 
398._____ Scarce Belknap Hardware display rack for BLUE GRASS WOOD CHISELS, 

complete and very good. 
399._____ Pair of Diamond Edge hatchets one broad type and one with nail poll, the later one has 

some grinding marks on the back. 
400._____ Rare wooden Belknap BLUE GRASS TOOLS The Nation's Standard of Quality 

hardware store display sign 60 x 7 1/2 inches, very good. 
401._____ Disston D8 rip saw, 28-inch 5ppi blade, thumb hole handle, fine etch, does not appear 

to have seen much use, fine.  
402._____ Disston D-8 with 5 1/2ppi blade, fine etch, nice thumb-hole handle, fine overall.  
403._____ BRIDGE TOOL CO. ST. LOUIS No. 225 rip saw with 28-inch 5 1/2ppi blade, 

nice handle, fine etch, fine overall.   
404._____ Shapleigh Hardware (St. Louis) DE140 panel saw with 22-inch 10ppi blade, fine etch, 

nice handle, fine overall.  
405._____ Stanley #136 crow bar or wrecking bar, complete and very good.  
406._____ Later model Disston D-8 with 26-inch 5 1/2ppi blade, nice etch, fine overall.  



407._____ Stanley HANDYMAN 20-inch toolbox saw, missing one screw, very good overall.  
408._____ Stanley #64 spokeshave with T-logo blade, complete and very good; plus a pair of 

OVB (Our Very Best) scissors from the Hibbard Spencer and Bartlett Co. in Chicago.  
409._____ Three tool books or catalogs; Stanley pocket catalog, very good overall; Lufkin 

Precision Tools paper covered catalog No. 7, very good; and an original Millers Falls 
Catalog 49, complete and very good.  

410._____ Stanley #66 hand beader IOB, beader is complete with both fences, six original blades 
(missing the plow), has 98 percent plus nickel plating, a fine beader is a worn box 
missing most of the label on the end, plus an empty box for a Stanley VICTOR 
SOLDERING IRON, has numerous repairs with clear tape.  

411._____ Stanley #138 level sights IOB, sights are fine, box is OK with corners reinforce with 
clear tape.  

412._____ Stanley #95 butt gauge IOB, gauge is like new, box is very good.  
413._____ Stanley #4 smooth plane IOB, one of the last black japanned U.S. Made Stanley 

planes, plane is like new, box has been taped at the corners and across the label with 
clear tape.  

414._____ Pair of #138 level sights with SW logo, both like new, in a box with a STANLEY 
label, likely not an original box.  

415._____ SPECIAL VICTOR BLOCK PLANE by STANLEY No. 1120, a like new plane is a 
good box with moderate wear and staining.  

416._____ Pair of hammer-type saw sets, one mounted to a small piece of wood, both very good. 
417._____ Lot of four patented lever-type saw sets: CRIOSSANT Patent; and an S.H. CO. PAT. 

MARCH 3rd 1891. 
418._____ Lot of three STEARNS lever type saw sets, only one marked E.C. STEARNS, all 

three very good. 
419._____ Unusual 12-inch patented saw set with two dates cast into top of frame, very good. 
420._____ Unusual beam compass with wooden knob held by a split nut, appears to be English, 

very good. 
421._____ Pair of Stanley #43 pistol grip saw sets, both complete and very good. 
422._____ Diamond Edge hatchet with nail poll, hang hole in end of handle, very good. 
423._____ Three assorted hammers: one brass marked MARSHALL; tack hammer with 1/2 the 

head missing; and a tool handle with hammer head and bits inside the handle. 
424._____ Small jeweler's hammer with nice wooden handle, fine overall. 
425._____ Two small tack hammers one with carpet stretcher, the other appears hand forged and 

is pitted. 
426._____ Two small jewelers hammers one marked ARROW MADE IN FRANCE, the other is 

unmarked, both very good. 
427._____ Blacksmith's 1/2-inch punch or drill, very good. 
428._____ Heavy double headed dapping? hammer, heads are nicked and dinged. 
429._____ Good 2-pound blacksmith forging hammer. 
430._____ J.H. LEONARD COAL CO. MAJESTIC SMOKELESS COAL hammer, very good. 
431._____ PUNCH-LOK CHICAGO double headed 1 1/2-pound hammer, very good. 
432._____ ATHA TOOL CO. blacksmith's 1/2-inch top fuller, very good. 
433._____ Blacksmith's flatter, some pitting, head can be restored. 
434._____ Large stone mason's hammer, very good overall. 
435._____ Unusual blacksmith's stone-drill sharpening swage. 
436._____ Lot of four hammers including three claw hammers and an 8-oz. tinners hammer. 
437._____ EXACT WEIGHT SCALE CO. cased set of weight standards has ILLINOIS 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE sticker on top of hinged case, missing one of 
the 1-lb. weights, but has an extra 2-lb. weight. 



438._____ Lot of five assorted hammers including two little claw hammers; and INDUSTRO 
MFG. CHICAGO ball peen; unknown type with iron loop handle; and a small ball 
peen with some pitting. 

439._____ Pair of jewelers saws including one marked MADE IN GERMANY and one DIXON 
GERMANY. 

440._____ Lot of five repainted Stanley spokeshaves: #151M; #52; #51; #53 (pitted); and 
Goodell-Pratt-type with open loop handles. 

441._____ Lot of three tool price guies: Town-Country OLD TOOLS and LOCKS, KEYS AND 
CLOSURES With Prices by Jack P. Wood; Antique Tools Our American Heritage by 
KATHRYN McNerney; and Warman's Tools FIELD GUIDE by Clarence Blanchard. 

442._____ Three books: Collectable Tools Tool Ads 1841-1920 by Kenneth L. Cope; Collecting 
Antique Tools by Herbert Pe Kean and Emil S. Pollak; and Snap-On Collectibles 
Unauthorized Guide with Values by Caroline Schlass. 

443._____ A Sourcebook of United States Patents for Bitstock Tools and the Machines that Made 
Them by James E. "Doc" Price; and Collectors Guide Early American Tools by Phil 
Gault and L. W. Promotions. 

444._____ Three Catalogues of Antique Tools by Martin J. Donnelly; 1995; 1996; and 2000. 
445._____ Tool books and reprinted tool pocket catalogs: envelop of MWTCA catalog reprints; 

American Family Farm Antiques by Terri Clemens; Restoring Antique Tools by 
Herbert P. Kean; and Tools and Their Uses by Prepared by The Bureau of Naval 
Personal, 1973, ex-library copy. 

446._____ Two Keen Kutter price guides by Jerry & Elaine Heuring; Vol 1 & 2nd Edition. 
447._____ Cast iron hay trolly with the fork pulley that has intact quick release jaws, one or two 

old repairs, will look fine with a coat of paint. 
448._____ Two books: SLIGO Catalog No. 88 from SLIGO INC., St. Louis Mo. circa 1958, 

steel, industrial tools, safety equipment, and implement supplies, very good; and a 
Shop Theory book from the Henry Ford Trade School, well worn covers, complete 
and good. 

449._____ Three tool books: The Catalogue of Antique Tools 1997 Edition from Martin J. 
Donnelly; The History of Old Time Farm Implement Companies and the Wrenches 
They Issued Supplement by P.T. Rathbone, fine; and a TOOLS A Guide for Collectors 
by Jane & Mark Rees, fine. 

450._____ Keen Kutter countertop oak display case 18 x 12 3/4 x 8 3/4 some cracking in the 
wood, nice Keen Kutter badge on front, very good overall. 

451._____ Green sheet-metal tool box off a tractor or implement, measures 14 3/4 x 5 3/4 x 4 1/4, 
has some pitting on the bottom inside, intact lock tang, in green paint, very good 
overall. 

452._____ Pair of wooden mallets, one with iron rings around ends, very good. 
453._____ COLLINS cast iron tool box for a tractor or implement, no breakage or visible repairs, 

some pitting visible under red paint, very good. 
454._____ Lot of three mallets; one with round rubber head that rotates; a round wooden model 

and a rawhide model, all very good. 
455._____ JOHN DEERE sheet-metal tractor tool box, moderate to heavy pitting visible under 

nice green paint job, good overall. 
456._____ Large long-handled wooden mallet or commander with iron rings around ends of 

head, ends heavily battered, good overall. 
457._____ IHC (International Harvester Company) sheet-metal tool box with hinged lid, hoop on 

side for oil can (or large mug of beer, Jeff), wooden bottom inside, some pitting 
visible, very good overall. 

458._____ Four assorted mallets: one with square head marked UNION HARDWARE; a rawhide 
model and two smaller wooden mallets with round heads, all very good. 



459._____ PATTEE 277 cast iron tool box for walking cultivator & plows, has a chip from the 
corner of the mounting hole on the right, pitting visible under the red paint, good 
overall. 

460._____ Lot of four mallets: two wooden and two rawhide, all four are complete and fine. 
461._____ Cast iron "652" implement or tractor tool box, heavy to severe pitting under orange 

paint job. 
462._____ Assorted MWTCA Gristmill magazines from 2009 to 2013. Three issues from 2009; 

all four from 2010 and 2011 and one from 2013. 
463._____ JOHN DEERE sheet-metal tractor tool box, light pitting visible under nice green paint 

job, very good overall. 
464._____ Primitives Our American Heritage Second Series by Kathryn McNerney, very good. 
465._____ Unknown make cast iron tractor or implement tool box, in green paint, very good 

overall. 
466._____ Pair of bucksaws one with broken stretcher, both are still in usable condition. 
467._____ Pair of Riker Mounts knife display cases with glass tops, each measures 14 x 20 x 2 

and is very good. 
468._____ Wooden bucksaw with one replaced ash handle, very good overall. 
469._____ Pair of Riker Mounts knife display cases with glass tops, each measures 14 x 20 x 2 

and is very good. 
470._____ Lot of four T-augers, three with rusty bits, at least two are in usable condition. 
471._____ Pair of Riker Mounts knife display cases with glass tops, each measures 14 x 20 x 2. 

Plus an 8 x 14.5 x 1-inch model, all three are very good. 
472._____ Brace-type flat bladed screwdriver. 
473._____ Millers Falls No. 502 corner brace, complete and very good. 
474._____ Pair of cast iron implement or tractor tool boxes with cutout lettering: COLLINS and 

PATTEE 277, both very good and in red paint. 
475._____ Corner brace, similar to Millers Falls #502 but no cover plates for the gears, some 

pitting on the frame, good overall. 
476._____ Stanley #45 combination plow plane with scrip logo on skate, all three main sections, 

nice rosewood handle, knob a replacement, two depth stops, long rods and double row 
box of blades. 

477._____ Lot including two Stanley adjustable squares, the larger of the two is a DEFIANCE by 
Stanley; and two rafter layout squares, one by Stanley and one unknown. 

478._____ Lot of four butt gauges, including three Stanley #95 models, and one General; and a 
Stanley #91 double beam marking gage, needs cleaning. 

479._____ EXACT WEIGHT SCALE CO. cased set of weight standards has ILLINOIS 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE sticker on top of hinged case, complete set in a 
nice case. 

480._____ Lot of seven tools used in setting the teeth of a crosscut saw; rakers by SIMONDS 
SAW & STEEL CO.; two SIMONDS CRESCENT SAW TOOLS; a complete set by 
DIAMOND EDGE; and a pair by ATKINS. 

481._____ Three wooden molding planes: D MALLOCH & SONS PERTH #8 round; unknown 
make moving filletster plane, missing the depth stop; and a complex profile with mark 
that looks like GREENFIELD TOOL. 

482._____ Lot of four cast iron SIMONDS tools used to sharpen crosscut saws, all very good. 
483._____ Three iron smooth planes: Lakeside 9-inch missing the screw that attaches the 

chipbreaker to the iron, otherwise very good; FULTON 9-inch smoother, very good; 
and a Stanley #3 WWII model with hard rubber adjuster nut, complete and very good. 

484._____ Lot of five wooden moulding planes: UNION FACTORY round; unknown make 
rabbet, bottom 1/2 was broken off and nailed back on; APPLETON dado with broken 
wedges; early English? round, very good; and unknown make 8-inch rabbet. 



485._____ Three iron smooth planes: BLUE GRASS 8-inch, varnish peeling from tote, otherwise 
fine; Millers Falls No. 9, 9-inch smoother, very good; and a CRAFTSMAN #619.3742 
with greenish gray paint in bed, composite tote and knob, fine. 

486._____ Lot of three wooden moulding planes: AUBURN TOOL 1 1/4 inch skew-bladed 
rabbet; SANDUSKY TOOL tongue cutter, and a 1 1/2-inch SANDUSKY TOOL #113 
twin-iron nosing plane, very good. 

487._____ Three iron bench planes: Sargent #409 smooth plane, complete and fine; 
SHAPLIEGH'S HARDWARE (St. Louis) 14-inch jack plane with blue bed, red-
stained knob, partial decal on lever cap, fine overall; and a Stanley #5C jack plane 
with one patent date in bed, tote taped with electrical tape, knob chipped at base, dirty 
and needing a cleaning. 

488._____ Two nail-holding claw hammers: CHENEY that needs a spring; and another with 
three nail slots on top of head, good overall. 

489._____ Small CRAFTSMAN hatchet with leather sheath that can be worn on a belt, very 
good. 

490._____ Three small hatchets, the smallest MADE IN GERMANY. 
491._____ Three crating hatchets or box openers the one on top looks like a Chinese knockoff, 

the one in the middle is a BRIDGEPORT HDW CORP.; and the one on the bottom 
looks like an original Bridgeport. 

492._____ Two G.W. MOUNT Patent 282,222 brass hammers, one with a nail or tack puller on 
end of wooden handle, both very good. 

493._____ Two hand forged hammers; one severely pitted; the other light to moderate pitting. 
494._____ Two brass blow torches: BELKNAP HWE & MFG CO BELCO 2001 LOUISVILLE, 

KY, complete and very good; and a DUNLAP, needs cleaning, very good. 
495._____ Two hand forged hammers; one with claw and one with long spike coming off back of 

the head. 
496._____ Pair of medium sized blow torches: UNIQUE MFG Co. complete and very good; and 

an unknown make, both in red paint. 
497._____ Two saw setting hammers, one marked FLITEDGE and two medium sized lever-type 

sets, both very good. 
498._____ Unusual 18 3/4-inch L.C. THOMSEN & SONS KENOSHA, WISC 25H3 cast 

aluminum 4 1/4-inch open end wrench, very good. 
499._____ Two saw setting hammers, one appears to be hand forged, both very good; and four 

lever-type saw sets. 
500._____ Unusual cast aluminum 14-inch KARI-KOOL 4 1/4-inch open ended wrench, 

complete and fine. 
501._____ Sargent #418C iron fore plane with early circular logo on iron, good low knob, tote is 

scuffed but intact, small hang hole in rear of bed, small chip to leading edge of lever 
cap, will make a great user.  

502._____ Stanley #34 3/4-inch iron dado plane, early model with nickel plated cap screw, model 
number cast into outside of body, intact depth stop and nickers, very good overall.  

503._____ Sargent VBM #415C wide body jack plane, early circular logo on iron, VBM logo on 
lever cap, tote broken at base near small screw, very good overall.  

504._____ Stanley #191 iron rabbet plane, complete with depth stop, fine overall.  
505._____ Pair of Sargent #414 iron jack planes; one is later with SARGENT lever cap, nice 

original iron, tote and knob have original finish worn off but they are very good, fine 
overall; and an early model with circular logo on blade, horseshoe lateral.  

506._____ Early Stanley #190 iron rabbet plane with patent date on blade, cast head on cap 
screw, japanning enhanced, intact depth stop, fine overall.  

507._____ Sargent VBM #410 wide body smooth plane, VBM lever cap, good beaded knob, tote 
broken at base near small screw, very good overall.  



508._____ Stanley #40 1/2 wide body scrub plane, body and lever cap repainted, fine SW logo 
blade, nice beech knob, tote broken in center, will make a great user.  

509._____ Pair of iron bench planes: Stanley household jack plane (same size as 5 1/4) complete 
and fine; plus a #10 1/2 carriage maker's rabbet plane with cracked left side, fix crack 
and it will be fine.  

510._____ Pair of early Stanley #45 combination plow planes. Both have floral casting nickel-
plated bodies, one dated slitter, one rear depth stop, one dated match blade, one front 
depth stop, one beading stop, total of nine blades including slitter, all inside a owner-
made wooden box with hinged lid.   

511._____ Chicago Wheel & Mfg. Co. Hi-Power Grinder 17000 RPM, in original wooden box, 
very good overall. 

512._____ Pair of Stanley plow planes: Stanley #50 light duty plow, early model with japanned 
body two blades included, very good; and a Millers Patent with severely pitted skate.  

513._____ Century Electric Co. St. Louis, Mo wooden shipping crate for 16-inch Model 154-
5 Alternating Current with nice stenciling on four sides, top and bottom, 
complete and very good. 

514._____ Belknap MASTER MECHANIC hand saw, nice etch on blade, missing the mounting 
bolts for the handle, good overall; plus two smaller saws one with open handle that has 
a handle riveted to the blade; and one with closed handle. 

515._____ Four Eric Sloane 20 x 16-inch framed prints featuring hammers, braces & bitstock 
tools; hatchets; and saws. All nicely framed. 

516._____ Pair of Keen Kutter hand saws: the one on top has a nice Keen Kutter medallion on 
the handle, no etch visible on blade, good overall; and a Keen Kutter K88 with 26-
inch 8ppi blade, good etch, scuffed but intact handle, very good. 

517._____ Pair of hatchets: Unknown make with some pitting; and a WARDS MASTER 
QUALITY Kent pattern, very good. 

518._____ Small patented keyhole saw that has a blade that can be removed and turned 90 
degrees, handle has been broken and has a nice glued repair. 

519._____ Three hatchets: two have rolled steel handles and the GENUINE NORLUND has a 
nice wooden handle. 

520._____ Pair of hollow augers: 5/8-inch in red paint, very good; and an E.C. STEARNS & CO. 
patented adjustable model, very good. 

521._____ Pair of hatchets: ROCK ISLAND LINE (railroad) with nail claw and nice wooden 
handle; and a PLUMB with hammer pole, very good. 

522._____ Pair of bitstock tools: die holder in red paint, very good; and a Millers Falls angular bit 
holder, very good. 

523._____ Pair of hatchets: CHIP-A-WAY St. Louis with hammer pole, very good; and an 
unknown make stamped 10, very good. 

524._____ Eleven bitstock tools: unknown make wrench for turning bitstock tools, currently 
holding a reamer, very good, and ten assorted countersinks and other bitstock tools 
including a nice Clark Patent (U.S. No. 358,731) countersink; and Stanley #139 3/4-
inch countersink, very good. 

525._____ Pair of hatchets: one on top marked MADE IN GERMANY with green handle and 
black head, very good; and a GLOBEMASTER, very good. 

526._____ Pair of patented adjustable hollow augers, missing depth stop, very good overall. 
527._____ Pair of hatchets: unknown make with light to moderate pitting; and one with 

aluminum handle marked WESTERN, very good. 
528._____ Pair of Stanley bit gauges, one nickel plated and one japanned, both very good. 
529._____ Pair of hatchets: LAKESIDE SAW & TOOL CO. lathing hatchet with some small 

spots of pitting, very good; and a CRAFTSMAN, very good. 



530._____ Two medium sized dowel pointers one in orange paint and one in black, the orange 
one is set up for use in a machine. 

531._____ Nice mahogany dowel box or dowel maker, very good. 
532._____ Pair of adjustable bitstock washer cutters: Millers Falls No. 82 complete and fine; and 

one with a NEWARK NJ maker's mark on the tang, missing one of the original nuts 
from on top, otherwise very good. 

533._____ Unusual Stanley H122 Handyman hatchet, first we have seen or sold. 
534._____ Seven assorted bitstock tools: a tapered reamer; three center bits and three reamers, 

one reamer is missing its tang. 
535._____ IHC (International Harvester Company) sheet-metal tool box with hinged lid, IHC 

logo stamped into top, hole in one side near top corner, wooden bottom refinished, 
good overall. 

536._____ Four corn knives one made from an old scythe blade, all very good. 
537._____ Unknown make cast iron tool box for tractor or implement, has intact mounting 

bracket, newer green paint, bracket marked RC65, very good overall. 
538._____ DR. RINEHART HANDY HOG HOLDER PAT. NOV. 24, 1931 Pat. 1,833,759 

GALESBURG, ILL iron hog holder marked, very good. 
539._____ COLLINS cast iron implement tool box with cut-out lettering, moderate to heavy 

pitting under red paint, good overall. 
540._____ Patented cast iron pig puller light to moderate pitting, good overall. 
541._____ DURBIIN-DURCO ST. L. MO bull lead in newer red paint, fine overall. 
542._____ Pig castrating kit in original pasteboard box, appears to be a complete set, very good. 
543._____ Pair of tobacco knives, both are handmade and a bit crude. 
544._____ Lot of farm tools: shucking peg; double hog ringer, fish scaler AKA corn sheller; and 

a hog scraper. 
545._____ Two large cowbells, one with intact leather strap to hang around the neck, both very 

good. 
546._____ Four items found on the farm: wooden stirrup, well worn; nice horse blanket pins; 

single nickel-plated blunt spur; and brass hame knob. 
547._____ Pair of grape pruning knives, one marked RUSSELL DEXTER on handle, both very 

good. 
548._____ Yankee #555 multi-speed, ratcheting and reversible breast drill, complete and very 

good. 
549._____ Lot of seven wooden handled Coes or Coes-type nut wrenches; one 15-inch; four 12-

inch and one 10-inch model. 
550._____ Fine Millers Falls drill press that utilizes a Millers Falls hand drill, very good overall 

condition with partial decal on the cocobolo handle of the drill. 
551._____ Lot of 8 monkey wrenches: three 12-inch wooden handled models; four 10-inch 

wooden handled models; and one 10-inch with steel handle. 
552._____ Pair of Stanley #742 breast drills on in green paint and one in black, the black has a 

chuck that is missing a two pieces; the green one has an intact chuck but it won't 
budge, both are complete with auxiliary handles, good projects. 

553._____ Four Stillson-type adjustable pipe wrenches with wooden handles: W.P. 
DANIELSON 14-inch; MOORE POPULAR STILLSON 14-inch; GENUINE 
STILLSON 14-inch; and a STILLSON 10-inch, all very good. 

554._____ Pair of breast drills: Goodell Pratt model with decorative cast iron frame, fast and slow 
selector switch, intact handles and nice 2-jaw chuck, good overall; and a Defiance? 2-
speed drill with red painted mail gear and breast plate, intact 3-jaw chuck, very good. 

555._____ Three wooden handled STILLSON-type pipe wrenches: WALWORTH STILLSON 
14-inch with split handle; STILLSON 14-inch; and MOORE DROP FORGING 10-
inch. 



556._____ Six pair of steel roller skates with three assorted skate keys that do not necessarily go 
with these skates. 

557._____ Two smaller goat or sheep bells. 
*558._____ Modern Machine Shop Practice Second Edition VOL. I and VOL. II, 1892 

leather-bound books each profusely illustrated. These books belonged to Marge 
Biermann's uncle Otto Hobelman who operated a planing machine at the St. 
Charles Car Company. The German name for plane is hobel, so a guy named 
Hobelman operating a planing machine is not such a coincidence. Also included 
is an old Machinery's Handbook that would have been found in the book drawer 
of a machinist's tool box. A great set of books for anyone in the machine trades or 
a student of machinery and shop practices of old. 

559._____ Lot of 9 envelopes or piles of new old stock price tags, a matchbook cover etc. 
Included are tags by KEEN KUTTER, KLEIN TOOLS; BLUE GRASS, etc. 

560._____ Curry comb with wooden handle, very good. 
561._____ Four different calf weaners, used to wean calves off of their mothers milk. 
562._____ Pair of saw setting hammers, both very good. 
563._____ Lot of six lever-type saw sets, good to very good overall. 
564._____ Unusual cast aluminum 18 3/4-inch L.C. THOMPSON & SONS 25H3 wrench with 4 

1/4-inch opening, very good. 
565._____ Tin parts washer with shallow dish and screen on top, parts are placed on the screen, 

solvent in the can, and when you push down on the dished piece with the parts, fluid is 
drawn up into the dish and you can brush/wipe them as needed. 

566._____ Six wooden smooth planes; three coffin-shaped smoothers and three homemade 
models. 

567._____ Stanley #79 long handled box scraper for planing off labels on wooden shipping 
crates, very good overall. 

568._____ Unusual 1-gallon fuel can with spring-loaded spout, GEO. W. DIENER MFG. 
CHICAGO, in old red paint, very good. 

569._____ Stanley #45 combination plow plane with floral decorations cast into frame, S casting 
marks, nice rosewood handle and knob. Comes with following: thee main sections, 
long rods, two depth stops, one plow blade, later cam rest, one short rod; plus a 
complete fence and sliding section for a later model #45 both are fine. 

570._____ Scarce Sargent #81 twin-bladed side rabbet plane, complete and fine overall 
marked with the 7/21/14 patent date. 

571._____ SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE COMPANY (St. Lous) NORLEIGH DIAMOND 
kerosene lantern complete with fine original coat of paint, fine overall. 

572._____ HANSON Model No. 895 spring balance scale capacity 50 LBS by 1 LB. Patent 
2,299,980, complete and very good. 

573._____ Lot of four iron smooth planes: FULTON 9-inch with partial decal on tote, will clean 
to very good; FULTON #5264, knob chipped at base, otherwise very good; MILLERS 
FALLS No. 90CBG corrugated bottom, fine overall; and a Sargent HERCULES 
#1409, complete and very good. 

574._____ HANSON Model 8923 hanging spring balance scale capacity 200 LBS by 2 LBS, 
brass face, green body, very good. 

575._____ LANDERS FRARY & CLARK LFC UNIVERSAL Household Scale 25 capacity by 
ozs. Complete and very good. 

576._____ Three iron smooth planes: Stanley H1204 9-inch, complete and very good; and two 
Stanley #3 smoothers one has broken handle, the other has nice rosewood tote and 
knob, both very good overall. 

577._____ Triner Scale & Mfg. Co. 9-oz. capacity postal scale, complete and very good. 



578._____ REID Patent "Lighting Brace" push screwdriver, good overall with intact bit; plus two 
larger screwdrivers: Yankee 131A and Millers Falls #62A both with flat bits, and in 
very good overall condition. 

579._____ Lot of four ratchet braces including a nice Stanley No.923-10-in-Y. 
580._____ Lot of 9 Yankee-type screwdrivers including: Yankee #31; 30A; 130; Stanley 

YANKEE #135; Millers Falls #61A, etc. 
581._____ Lot of 9 push drills, one missing the collar of the chuck; an unknown USA MADE 

ratcheting and reversible Phillip's screwdriver; and a HANDYMAN 233H Yankee 
screwdriver, nice Stanley Yankee #41Y and Millers Falls #188A, 11 pieces in all. 

582._____ Four larger Yankee screwdrivers: Stanley Yankee 131A, no bits; two Milers Falls 
#610A models each with one flat bit; and a STANLEY #68-130 with composite 
handle, no bits, all very good. 

583._____ Three hammer including a large wrecking? hammer; a small MAYDOLE claw; and a 
tinner or riveters hammer. 

584._____ Lot of 11 Yankee and other push screwdrivers including: Millers Falls 631C; Yankee 
Handyman 133H; two Yankee Handyman 233H; English model; German FULTON 
model; MUELLER Patent Decatur, ILL; Goodell-Pratt reversible, etc. 

585._____ Lot of four claw hammers: Unknown model with steel handle sandwiched with wood, 
steel is cracked; a small HSB OVB; a smaller STANLEY JOBMASTER, fine; and 
one with a handle marked Stanley #25-676 FITS 7 OZ. CLAW. 

586._____ Three assorted ratchet braces including a SHAPLIEGH'S; and one with some light 
rust covering the maker's mark, all can be cleaned and put back into service. 

587._____ Three assorted hammers: early claw with long poll; a tinner's hammer; and a 16-ounce 
VAUGHAN, very good. 

588._____ Lot of six assorted cobbler's hammers including ones by SEARS & ROEBUCK and 
WHITCHER. 

589._____ Three fine BLUE GRASS hammers. 
590._____ Lot of seven body or boilermaker's hammers for use in banging out dents, etc. The big 

one in the middle is a PROTO 1429. 
591._____ Three BLUE GRASS tools: Claw hammer with original Fiber-Glass handle; hatchet 

with some mild pitting; and a small ball peen hammer with chip from handle near 
head. 

592._____ Lot of six assorted hammers including heavy blacksmith's, boilermaker's, etc. 
593._____ Blue Grass hatchet, very good; and a MOUND CITY ST. LOUIS caw hammer, very 

good. 
594._____ Lot of four ratchet braces including: MOUND CITY MC110; and a Yankee BELL 

SYSTEM. 
595._____ Two bluegrass hatchets; one a shingling hatchet with removable stop; very good; and 

and and ALL-PURPOSE model missing one side of the nail claw, and having mild 
pitting. 

596._____ Six iron bench planes: Diamond Edge DE5; Keen Kutter KK5; two SIMMONS jacks 
and two Parplus-type smoothers one with SIMMONS blade. 

597._____ Keen Kutter 8-inch wooden handled monkey wrench PAT JAN 14-96, handles look 
like replacements, good overall; and a pair of BLUE GRASS No. 781 tin snips. 

598._____ Three wooden cooper's planes: Howel; V-Croze and a crude sun plane. 
599._____ Nice embossed G.W. GELLER'S E-Z-Cutter hatchet from the GELLER, WARD & 

HASNER HARDWARE CO. ST. LOUIS MO, very good overall. 
600._____ Lot of five iron bench planes: Keen Kutter K3C with improper tote, chip at front 

corner, still in useable conditon; a SIMMONS smoother, very good; two Sargent?-
made Keen Kutter jack planes, both very good; and a Diamond Edge DE5 1/2 with 
repainted bed, plastic tote broken at base. 



601._____ Pair of SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE ST. LOUIS DIAMOND EDGE hatchets, the one 
on top has a few chips from edge of hammer poll. 

602._____ Lot of four 9-inch iron smooth planes including an unknown make MADE IN USA; 
Stanley VICTOR #1104; DUNLAP; and SHELTON. 

603._____ Six implement wrenches: JOHN R. MAN NY. 12-inch with multiple openings on one 
end, one is cracked; CASE PLOW WORKS 1222, pitted; two OLIVER CO. F239 
wrenches on in red paint and one in green; CHATTANOOGA PLOW CO. 6; IH 
1059B. 

604._____ Lot of four iron smooth planes: Stanley H1204; Stanley #4; BOSH; and DUNLAP. 
605._____ Six implement wrenches: P&O CANTON ILL 4129; IHC P3156; IHC 5283; 

CHATTANOOGA PLOW CO. CP4003 pitted; B.F. AVERY & SONS CHILLED 
PLOW K209; and IHC MOWER G261, pitted and painted red. 

606._____ Five iron smooth planes: Stanley #4; PARPLUS; Stanley DEFIANCE; Stanley #3 
with fine rosewood; and a Chaplin's Patent that needs a new tote. 

607._____ Lot of four jewelers saws. 
608._____ Unusual hand cranked Model H-2 LIGHTNING letter opener by The BIRCHER CO. 

INC. ROCHESTER, NY, very good overall. 
609._____ Lot of seven assorted iron block planes: BRIDGE TOOL CO. ST. LOUIS; RITTER 

NH; Stanley #110; DEFIANCE with screw adjuster; PRUTTON CLEVE OHIO with 
Ohio Tool blade; and two Stanley #102. 

610._____ Tin HUEBOTTER HDWE. GRAND CHAIN, ILLINOIS KEEN KUTTER 
TOOLS store sign, several dings and some paint loss, good overall. 

611._____ Lot of seven assorted iron block planes: two unknown MADE IN USA models; 
CRAFTSMAN (Sargent); #110; Stanley 220; AMERICAN BOY; and Stanley #102. 

612._____ Long handled adz, complete and very good. 
613._____ Lot of four assorted block planes: unknown make with some pitting on blade; 

FULTON TOOLS; unusual HAPI TIME by Sears Roebuck & Co. (looks like a 
Hobies product from England); and a Stanley #118 with malleable steel body. 

614._____ Pair of St. Louis Hardware hatchets: Keen Kutter with pitted sides; and a 
SHAPLEIGH'S. 

615._____ PATTEE cast iron implement tool box with cut-out lettering, in red paint, very good. 
616._____ Eight assorted wrenches: 7.25-inch VULCAN PLOW CO. 95 EVANSVILLE, IND, 

some pitting; 9.5-inch IHC? 379 pitted; 8.25-inch UNIVERSAL HARVESTER 
WEST MEMPHIS ARKANSAS STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA, cast aluminum with 2 
1/8-inch hex box; ECONOMY KING separator wrench; unknown 9.5-inch with 
curved handle, some light to moderate pitting; 7.25-inch unmarked Eberhard Co. 
2330? in red paint; 7-inch marked 1-1 with 2-inch and 1 3/4-inch open ends; 6-inch J 
M. AIR CO. D.C.; 7-inch unmarked with owner ID saying BRENNAN & CO. No. 
260. 

617._____ Unmarked cast iron tractor or implement tool box, pitting visible below red paint job, 
good overall. 

618._____ Nine implement or farm wrenches: 10-inch JWB; VULCAN PLOW 95 
EVANSVILLE, IND, pitted and painted flat black; a badly pitting 9-inch that the 
owner IDs as being a JOHNSTON-HARVESTER CO. 140; 9-inch unknown make 
marked 8&9, very good; 9.25-inch 2054 open end with square box; 8.25-inch H525 in 
yellow paint, very good; 8.5-inch R197, very good; IHC P890 with IHC logo, very 
good; and a 4-inch DD94, fine. 

619._____ COLLIS cast iron tractor or implement tool box, in red paint, some pitting visible 
under paint, very good overall. 

620._____ Lot of seven tractor or implement wrenches: 13-inch 45662DA, very good; unknown 
11.5-inch marked A&P CO. on one side and P&D CO. on other side, some pitting; 



10.5-inch EMERSON painted flat black, pitted; BRENNAN & CO. LOU. KY 
KENTUCKY DRILLS, pitted and in red paint; IHC D 1059B, with IHC logo, fine; 
ZA810, with IHC logo, very good; and PATTEE PLOW CO., very good. 

621._____ Keen Kutter boxed set of 8 wood auger bits, partial label remains on inside. 
622._____ Five assorted wrenches: two DRIES & KRUMP MFG. CO. double open ended; 7.5-

inch SMITHS N230 MADE IN USA NR; HE911 with IHC logo, some mild pitting; 
and a 7.5-inch 95 with some mild pitting. 

623._____ SHAPLEIGH'S AUGER BITS No. F5998G (S1006) set of six wood auger bits inside 
original pouch and in the original pasteboard box, fine overall. 

624._____ Six assorted implement wrenches: 6-inch garden cultivator with hammer, in green 
paint; M231 IHC? very good; 6-inch with off-set 1-inch hex box; 8.75-inch M55, very 
good; 8.5-inch B573 (Bickford & Huffman), very good; and a VULCAN PLOW 95 
EVANSVILLE, IND, pitted. 

625._____ Lot of seven small keyhole type saws. 
626._____ Canvas bit roll with 21 assorted wood auger bits, most have light rust and will need 

cleaning. 
627._____ Wooden try of assorted bitstock tools including nut drivers for square and hex nuts; 

twist drill bits, a Forstner bit set up for use in a machine, No. 20 holder for 16-18-20-
7/16 RAWL DRILL, etc. 

628._____ James Swan wooden auger bit box that is set up for six auger bits, nice original label 
on the inside, five assorted wood auger bits and two twist drill bit. 

629._____ IRWIN No. 22 expansive bit in original box, bit is fine, box is worn and the top has 
taped repairs. 

630._____ James Swan wooden auger bit box that is set up for 13 auger bits, good original label 
on the inside, box has holes that a previous owner used to mount it to a wall, the 13 
bits inside are by a variety of different makers. 

631._____ Lot of four drawknives: Fulton with some pitting; unknown make with light to 
moderate pitting; homemade model and a nice SIMMONS from the Simmons 
Hardware in St. Louis. 

632._____ R. HERSCHE MFG. PEORIA ILL chain breaker, very good. 
633._____ Keen Kutter KK0 30-inch plumb and level, complete and very good. 
634._____ Pair of medium sized bung augers, both have had the bodies painted flat black. 
635._____ Pair of fencing tools: new old stock RED VIKING BOX 228, BLOOMFIELD, IND 

fencing tool with hatchet, hammer, plier, screwdriver, cap lifter, staple puller etc. In 
original red paint; and part of another wire tool that has been painted black. 

636._____ Hand cranked leather pinking machine, clamps to a work surface, very good. 
637._____ Diamalloy DULUTH, MINN fencing pliers with nail claw, hammer, plier and cutter; 

and a plier-like tool for gripping surveyors tapes, marked PAT PEND. 
638._____ Clock or watchmaker's hand-cranked tool that can be locked in a number of different 

positions, very good. 
639._____ Pair of BOOS TOOL CO. wrenches Kansas City, Mo. both are fine. 
640._____ Sargent & Co. bell patented July 2, 1872; April 13, 1873; and JULY 4, 1876, fine 

overall. 
641._____ Lot of eight 6-inch wooden handled monkey wrenches. 
642._____ Farrier's hammer and pair of nippers. 
643._____ Lot of four wooden smooth planes: one homemade model with Stanley frog and lever 

cap; one horn plane with radiused bottom and having a patched throat; a horned 
smoother that needs a throat patch; and a mini horn plane. 

644._____ Lot of seven assorted iron block planes including a Stanley #110; Stanley #220; JSB 
#110; one Stanley #? with traces of nickel on cap, side broken. 



645._____ Lot of four wooden and transitional bench planes including a 22-inch NEW YORK 
TOOL CO. jointer; 22-inch Ohio Tool Co. jointer; 16-inch wooden jack; and a 
FULTON TOOL CO. 15-inch transitional jack. 

646._____ Lot of seven assorted iron block planes including a SHELTON; C2; TRUE VALUE; 
and a UNION with Excelsior-style body, adjustable throat, and knuckle jointed lever 
cap. 

647._____ Lot of six frogs for Stanley BEDROCK planes; plus seven assorted lever caps 
including one 4-Square, three Stanley #3 and a Sargent #8.  

648._____ Lot of Stanley plane parts including a NOS lever cap for #8 plane; scraper blades; 
E.A. BERG jointer blade with attached chip breaker for #8 jointer plane, two NOS 
blades for Stanley #7 iron planes, 12 parts in all.  

649._____ Lot of four fore and jointer planes: SCIOTO WORKS No. 27 wooden jointer; Sargent 
#3426 transitional jointer; OHIO TOOL 20-inch razee-style fore plane; and a #19 
wooden fore plane with decorative painting. 

650._____ Four wooden and transitional bench planes: Scioto Works 26-inch wooden jointer; 
Ogontz Tool Co. 26-inch jointer; Stanley #29 prelateral transitional fore plane; and a 
16-inch transitional plane with radiused bottom for use as a gutter plane. 

651._____ Pair of hatchets: CRAFTSMAN & HOMSTEAD, the Homestead needs the handle 
secured. 

652._____ Pair of nippers and a farrier's hammer. 
653._____ Fine Belknap BLUE GRASS hatchet; plus a small camp-type hatchet with leather 

sheath that can be worn on a belt, very good. 
654._____ Lot of four hand drills. 
655._____ Pair of hatchets: one with light pitting on blade and what looks to be a PLUMB mark; 

and one that has been painted black. 
THE END. 
 

NOTE: A 10 percent buyer's premium will be charged at this sale. 
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